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Abstract: In recent years, logistics has seen important developments that made
her rise from within the enterprise support function to a function cross between
companies. The high complexity leads logistics function becoming more
industrial and trade enterprises to outsource their logistics. Integrates logistics
activities are throughout the enterprise life. It uses the concept of supply chain
in order to give a global logic of enterprise traffic flows assembly. But expanding
the scope of logistic analysis depends directly on the level of development
function within the enterprise.
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INTRODUCTION
Logistics is an industry that has experienced a strong development after
the Second World War and especially the last three decades about the role and
forms of development in the economy.
Regarding the notion of logistics there are many definitions, some of
them showing interest and concern of international institutions with vocation
for this activity.
In this sense, the notion of logistics includes all activities aimed at
achieving harmonization of time and space with goods and people through their
appropriate group. Thus, logistics is defined by integrated development
planning, organizing and controlling all flows of goods and materials, along
with the information flows related, from suppliers through the stages of value
creation, to delivery of products to customers, including recycling and waste
disposal.
Today, the logistics sector has grown, becoming a sector stand-alone.
This strong momentum is mainly due to the phenomena of outsourcing of
logistics by industrial enterprises and the increased complexity of the
performance of transport and logistics. It has become a new economic sector,
which includes transport outside the storage, handling, real estate management,
consulting and information services etc.
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Logistics modes of organization, developed till now in industrial
enterprises manifest themselves generally in the following forms1:
1. Logistic function is coordinated by the department of "Distribution
and storage" in which case the organizational structure has a
coordination service, one or more central warehouses and logistics
subsidiaries in the enterprise (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1. Coordination of the logistic function by distribution

2. Logistic function is coordinated by the direction of "Planning the
production and distribution" (Figure 1.2.).

1 John Mangan, Global Logistics and Supply Chain Management, Ed.Wiley, 2011
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Figure 1.2. Coordination of the logistic function by direction
"Planning the production and distribution"

3. Logistic function is coordinated by the Division of "integrated
logistic support," exemplified by the case of the organizational
structure of large US companies (Figure 1.3)
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Figure1.3. Logistics coordination function through integrated logistics support division

Another way of organizing logistics activities, applied by some large
US companies, is based on the assigned role of logistics within the organization.
From this point of view there are the following forms of organization:
A. The organizational structure through which logistics is regarded as
a distinct function or functional area, without reference to
subordination to other activities (Figure 1.4.)
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B. The organizational structure through which logistics is treated as a
program, where the logistics activities are assigned to a program,
the achievement of which participate the whole enterprise to which
it reports and other functional areas; generating demand and
production processes are considered only in relation to their
contribution to the logistics system (Figure 1.5.)
C. The matrix structure that combines function type structures and
fixtures (Figure 1.6.)

Figure 1.4. Logistics - distinct function

Figure 1.5. Logistics – Programme
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Figure 1.6. Logistics - matrix approach – Function and Programme

So, the logistics organization variants have as reference how it is
coordinated logistic function. As such, three forms are defining in this regard:
coordinating through department "Distribution and storage", coordinating
through direction of "production and distribution planning" and coordinating
through division 'Integrated Logistics Support ". Another way of organizing
logistics activities, applied some large US companies, has assigned role as the
foundation of logistics within the organization2.
So, we distinguish the following forms: organizational structure through
which logistics is regarded as a distinct function or area functional
organizational structure that logistics is treated as a program and matrix
structure, which combines type structures function and those type program.

2 Jean-Michel Reveillac, Optimization Tools for Logistics, Ed. Elsevier Science & Technology,
2015
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CONCLUSIONS
Like when drawing any kind of strategy for an existing economic
system is necessary as a first phase of this work, evaluating current performance
of the system, identification of strengths and weaknesses, vulnerabilities of this
system, and if logistics and distribution strategy is required at this stage.
In consequence those presented can indicate the importance of
analytical methods applied systems logistic systems, criteria for assessing the
performance management logistics system, the extent of their reference and
locality vulnerabilities in processes and activities integrated logistics and
methodologies expression synthetic system performance logistics.
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